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ALGORITHMS FOR SOLVENTS OF MATRIX POLYNOMIALS*
J. E. DENNIS, JR.,? J. F. TRAUB: AND R. P. WEBER
Abstract. In an earlier paper we developed the algebraic theory of matrix polynomials. Here we
introduce two algorithms for computing "dominant" solvents. Global convergence of the algorithms under
certain conditions is established.
1. Introduction. Let
(1.1) M(X):Xm d-A1xm-ant-" "WArn,
where A1,.. ", Am, X are n by n complex matrices. We call M(X) a monic matrix
polynomial of degree m. A matrix S for which M(S)=0 is called a right solvent (or
briefly a solvent). In Dennis, Traub, and Weber [2] we studied the algebraic theory of
matrix polynomials. In this paper we analyze two algorithms for calculating a
"dominant" solvent. (Dominant solvent is a generalization of largest zero of a scalar
polynomial. See Definition 2.1.)
Algorithm 1 of this paper is a generalization of an algorithm for scalar poly-
nomials (Traub [5]). It is globally convergent in the following sense. If Stage 1 is done
sufficiently long and if the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold, then the iteration of Stage
2 is globally convergent. Stage One may be viewed as direct powering by a "block
companion matrix". Algorithm 2 is a generalization of Bernoulli’s algorithm. As in
the scalar case, Bernoulli iteration may converge very slowly.
In Dennis, Traub, and Weber [1] the relation between "block eigenvalue" and
solvent is explored and two algorithms for the calculation of "block eigenvectors" are
given. We do not pursue this here.
M(AI) is called a lambda-matrix and a scalar A such that M(AI) is singular is
called a latent root. An application of solvents is to the calculation of latent roots. If all
the latent roots are distinct, and if the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, then
the dominant solvent may be computed. The dominant solvent may be removed and
Algorithm 1 or 2 applied to the deflated polynomial. If the successive deflated
polynomials have dominant solvents the process can be repeated until all the latent
roots have been computed. The stability of this process has not been investigated.
Other proposed methods for the calculation of latent roots such as algorithms of
Lancaster 1-4] and Kublanovskaya [3] are only locally convergent and do not have an
associated method of deflation. See Dennis, Traub, and Weber [1, Appendix B] for
additional material on algorithms for lambda-matrices.
In Dennis, Traub, and Weber [1] we give two globally convergent algorithms for
calculating dominant latent roots. These results and their extensions will be reported
in a future paper where we will also show how systems of polynomial equations may
be solved using lambda-matrices.
We assume the reader is familiar with the notation and results of Dennis, Traub,
and Weber [2]. For the reader’s convenience, we state a number of definitions and
results from the above cited paper crucial to this paper.
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If S1, ", Sm are any n by n matrices the block Vandermonde matrix is defined by
S1 S2




If $1,’" ", Sm are n by n matrices the fundamental matrix polynomials are a set of
m 1 degree matrix polynomials, M1," ., M,,, such that M(Sj)= 6qI. Let
Mi(X) A]i)x"-i +... +A (i)
THEOREM 1.1. If Matrices S1, ", S,, are such that V(S1, ", Sin) is nonsingular,
then there exist unique matrix polynomials M(X), 1, ., m which are fundamental
matrix polynomials. If, furthermore, V(S1, ., Sk-1, Sk+I, ", Sin) is nonsingular, then
Ak) is nonsingular.
THEOREM 1.2. If matrices Sa, ", S,, are such that V(S1, ", S,,) is nonsingular
and M1(X), ., M,, (X) are a set offundamental matrix polynomials, then an arbitrary
matrix polynomial G(X) with degree not exceeding m 1 can be written as
G(X) Z G(Si)Mi(X).
i=1
We summarize the remainder of this paper. In 2 and 3 we state two algorithms
for calculating solvents of matrix polynomials and prove global convergence of the
algorithms for "dominant" solvents. Numerical examples are provided in the last
section.
2. A matrix polynomial algorithm. We show that a generalization of Traub’s
scalar polynomial algorithm (Traub [5]) may be used to calculate a dominant solvent
of the matrix polynomial problem. A dominant left solvent may also be computed
(Dennis, Traub, and Weber [1, Corollary 5.1]).
ALGORITHM 1. Stage 1. Let Go(X) I and define matrix polynomials Gn (X) by
(2.1) G,+(X) G,(X)X- FI")M(X),
forn =0, 1,... ,L-l, where
(2.2) G,, (X) ’n)xm-1
--
-Jl- I().
Stage 2. Let Xo (F(IL))(F(L-1))-1 and define matrices Xi by
(2.3) Xi+x GL Xi Gll.) -_ (X,)--,(X,).
Note. With Go(X)=L we find Gm_I(X)=Xm-1. We could of course take
Go(X) X"-1 and this is what we do in our programs. The choice Go(X)= I makes
the proof of Theorem 2.1 slightly simpler.
Since G,(X)X is a shift, each step of Stage 1 can be performed with m (n by n)
matrix multiplications and m- 1 (n by n) matrix additions. Each step of Stage 2
requires the solution of the n by n matrix equation X//IG_(X/) G(X/).
Before proving convergence of Algorithm 1 we state a basic definition and prove
a useful Lemma.
DEFINIWION 2.1. Matrix A dominates matrix B if all the eigenvalues of A are
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solvents $2," ", Sn we say $1 is a dominant solvent. (Note that a dominant solvent
cannot be singular.)
LEMMA 2.1. If matrix A dominates matrix B, then lim,,_,oo A-"CBn= O, for any
constant matrix C.
Proof. For any e > 0, let
B =PB(e)JB(e)PB(e)-,
where Jn(e) denotes a block diagonal matrix whose blocks are of the form
and where AB denotes an eigenvalue of B. Then,
(2.4) IIB"II<-_IIP(e)IIIIP(e)-II(e +max




(2.5) IIA-" =< IIPA-(e)II IIPA-(
mir IAA[
Combining equations (2.4) and (2.5) we get
(2.6) IIe-"CB"llk (e +max [An l) e 4 mi IAAI
where k, a function of e, is independent of n.
When e =0, the constant to the nth power is less than one, since
max ]An]/min IAAI < 1. By continuity, there exists an e > 0 so that the constant is still
less than unity and the result follows.
We now state and prove the convergence theorem for Algorithm 1. Let
d, (X) (r"))-’O, (X),
(X)m (Ai))-IM(X)
be monic matrix polynomials. Then we have the following theorem"
THEOREM 2.1. If M(X) is a maix polynomial of degree m such that
(i) it has solvents $1," ", Sin,
(ii) S is a dominant solvent,
(iii) V(Sa,. ., S) and V(S2," ", S) are nonsingular,
then
(i) lim,,_,oo Gn(X)=MI(X),
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Proof of part (i). From (2.1)
(2.7)








By Theorem 1.1, AI is nonsingular. Since $1 is also nonsingular there is an N such
that for n =>N, F") must be nonsingular, since by use of Lemma 2.1 and (2.9),
lim F")(S’AI))-1= I.
From (2.8), (2.9) and Lemma 2.1, we get, for n >=N,
’1
Sa SiMii=’1
and the conclusion (i) follows by application of Lemma 2.1. El
We defer the proof of part (ii) of the theorem to first obtain some lemmas needed
in the proof. We assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold.
In Lemma 2.2 we show that every right solvent is a fixed point of bL(X) for each
L. Lemma 2.4 shows that bL(X) is defined for all X in some neighborhood of the
dominant solvent. Lemma 2.6 gives the local convergence of the second stage of
Algorithm 1. Finally, Lemma 2.7 says that stage one will yield a point in the locally
convergent region (Lemma 2.6) of the dominant solvent. Stage one supplies a
sufficiently accurate starting value for the locally convergent stage two and, hence, the
overall algorithm is globally convergent. The proof of part (ii) of Theorem 2.1 then
immediately follows.
LEMMA 2.2. qbL(S) S for all L and any nonsingular right solvent S.
Proof. The result follows from (2.7).
LEMMA 2.3. Them exists a nontrivial compact ball B, centered at Sa, such that[or all
XB
(i) I M(X)I K < 1,
and
(ii) ll.(X)II 1, ] # 1.
Proof. A matrix polynomial is a continuous function of its matrix variable. The
results thus follow from continuity and the facts that Ma(Sa)= I and (Sa) =0 for
jl.
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that for all X B, M(X) is nonsingular and
1ll ?l x  l
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Proofi For X B, let
V.(X) M(X)M-(X), W(X) , S{ S["V.(X).
]=2
Then,
(L-I(X) Z s/--1 .M/(X)
( )(2.o) sf
-
+ E s?-)s[--’ v(x) M,(X)
=2
s-’( + W_,(X))M(X).
Note that limL-, WL(X) 0 uniformly for X B since
v(x)ll-IIM.(X)M?(X)II 11-K
by Lemma 2.3. Thus, I + WL(X) is invertible for large L. By (2.10), GL-I(X) is
invertible for large L and the result follows.
LEMMA 2.5. IfX B, then
L
(2.11)
where 0-< o" < 1, and z is a constant independent ofL and X.
Proof. The result follows from (2.6), where
(o" ( + max
for j # 1, and e > 0 such that tr < 1. I-I
LEMMA 2.6. ffXo B and L is sufficiently large, then
lim Xi S1.






]----1 SjL gj (X)
--1 SL-, V(X)
it follows that
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Thus, by Lemma 2.5,
L--1
=I-K
Choose L large enough so that
Y. IIT..L(X)]I--<F < 1
]=2
for all X B. Then,
)]EL(X) I4-., Tj,L(X -., (Sj--S1)Tj,L(X)j----2 j----2
gives, by (2.11),
=2 1 -F
for all X B. A matrix polynomial is continuously differentiable. Since M](S1)= 0 for
] : 1, we have
IIM (X)ll tllx Sl11,
where is independent of X and S1, and j # 1. Finally,
II(L(X) Sill co’L-1IIX S(2.12)
for all X B, where
C-" (1-F)(1-K)"
The result follows from (2.12), since 0<r < 1 and L can be taken large enough so that
L-1
cr 1.
The preceding lemma gave convergence for the second stage of Algorithm 1 if
X0 B. The next lemma shows that X0 is in B if the first stage is continued long
enough.
LEMMA 2.7. For L sufficiently large, (I’IL))(FL-1))-1 B.
Proof. We note that Fm=Y’q=1SAJ); a proof similar to that in Lemma 2.6
yields
(L) (L 1)(2.13) lim (F1)(F1 )-1 Sl.
L--oo
The second part of Theorem 2.1 can now be easily proved using these lemmas.
Proof of part (ii) of Theorem 2.1. For L sufficiently large, X0 B by Lemma 2.7.
Lemma 2.6 then shows that limi_oX $1.
Equation (2.12) reveals the rate of convergence.
COROLLARY 2.1. Ildpc(x)-slll<-co-Z’-lllX-Slll for all XB, where O=r < 1.
This corollary shows that even though the second stage is only linearly con-
vergent, the asymptotic error constant can be made as small as desired by increasing
the number of iterations of the first stage. The asymptotic error constant for stage one
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than stage one. This is the purpose of the second stage, for (2.13) shows that stage one
can also yield $1.
Computational considerations of Algorithm 1, a flow-chart, and an APL program
may be found in Dennis, Traub, and Weber [1].
3. The block Bernoulli algorithm. A generalization of Bernoulli’s scalar poly-
nomial algorithm may be used to calculate a dominant solvent of the matrix poly-
nomial problem. A relation between the block Bernoulli algorithm and the first stage
of Algorithm 1 is established at the end of the section.
ALGORITHM 2. Let X0 X1 X,-2 O, X,-I I and define matrices Xi,
i>-m-l, by
(3.1) Xi+ +A1Xi --I-.. +A Xi + =0.
The general solution to the matrix recursion (3.1) is given by the following
theorem.
THEOREM 3.1. If S1, ", S, are right solvents ofM(X), such that V(S1, ., S,) is
nonsingular, then
(3.2) Xi S -1 "31-’" "Jr- Srn’m
is the general solution to the matrix difference equation (3.1), where -1,’" ", -m are
matrices determined by the initial conditions.
Proof. Substitution of equation (3.2) into equation (3.1) yields for >-m- 1
j=O j=O k=l
m(mf, , AS’ Ok lak 0k=l j=O
where A0 L The nonsingular block Vandermonde insures that ’1, ", "m can be
uniquely calculated in terms of Xo, X1," ",X,,-1. If / is the general solution to
equation (3.1) and Xi 3i for the first m consecutive subscripts, then Xi ’i for all
i. l-]
In the scalar Bernoulli method, if there is a dominant root, then the ratio of the
Bernoulli iterates converges to the root. This is generalized to matrix polynomials by
the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.2. IfM(X) is a matrix polynomial of degree m such that
(i) it has solvents $1, ", Srn,
(ii) $1 is a dominant solvent,
(iii) V(S1, ", Sin) and V(S.,. ", S,) are nonsingular, then
lim XnX221-- S1.
Proof. From Theorem 3.1 we have
Si i.x. Y
i=l
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-1 + V(S2, Sin)
\S1
Combining these equations, we get
=L
I
?-l-(sn-1’’", $2-1)V-1($2,"" Sin) il
and hence ’1 is nonsingular. Now observe that
XnX--ll S?-i S?-l’i
i=1
n--l- 1))--1,"--(S1 -+- WnS1 lo]-ls-(’-a))(I + VnS1 71S?(’-
where
Since
--1) --1)Wn Z Sj ’.iS1 (n Vn E Sj I’jS (n
j=2 j=2
lim WnS-1"71S(n-1)-"O, -1)lim VnS’-’71S1 (n =0,
the result follows.
Note that the theorem could have been made somewhat more general by remov-
ing the condition on V(S2,".,S,,) and relaxing the initial conditions on
X0," ", X,,_ to just insuring fl being nonsingular.
The quantity X2IX,, also converges, but not to $1. See Dennis, Traub, and
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The block Bernoulli iteration (3.1) can also be written as






where X is a matrix of order n. Equation (3.3) looks like eigenvector powering except
ri
Xi-
is not a vector in the usual sense. A theory of such power methods is studied in
Dennis, Traub, and Weber [1, Chapter 8] We do not pursue this here.
Consider the same power-like method on the transpose of the matrix in equation
(3.3). With a superscript on W denoting iteration count, we have
W/+It. 0 ._A_AT’,,_"7" W,’.
wi+l/2 ’" WW*’/ I
-A W





Multiply the jth equation on the left by (XT’)j-a and add. The result is
Gi+ (X) Gi (X)X W[)7"M(X),
where
Gi(X) wI)TXm-I -[ "-[- Wim)T.
Tiais is precisely stage one of Algorithm 1. These results are generalizations of what
occurs in the scalar case. See Traub [5].
4. Numerical examples. Three numerical examples of Algorithm 1 are given.
The first illustrates the case where the convergence theorem applies and the iteration
converges. In the last two examples hypothesis (ii) is violated and Algorithm 1 does
not converge. Modifications of Algorithm 1 are discussed.
Additional numerical examples may be found in Dennis, Traub, and Weber [1].
Example 4.1. Consider the monic cubic matrix polynomial
M(X)=X3+
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Start Stage 1 with Go(X)=X2. After five steps of Stage 1 we have
(-2.026 3.71)(-1.715 -9.193Gs(X)=X2+
-1.856 -7.59 X+ 4.597 12.0751"
Stage 2 then gives








(3.9997 -2.0006]X4 \ 1.0003 7.00061’
and
Xs=(3"9999 -2"00011)1.00017.000"
is a dominant right solvent of the matrix polynomial.
Example 4.2.
(7 8)X+ (9M(X)=X2+ 8 10 4
The corresponding lambda-matrix has latent roots -16.05113, -.4215 and
-.2637+/- 1.8649i. There exist two solvents having these as their eigenvalues, but
neither can dominate, since there is a complex pair of latent roots whose absolute
value is between the two other latent roots. Algorithm 1 does not converge. A
complex shift of the variable in the lambda-matrix can be used to break up complex
pairs of latent roots. With a shift of i, Algorithm 1 converges with no difficulties, l’]
Example 4.3. Consider the quadratic
-1 0 12
M(X) X2+( 2 --96)X+( -2 14)"
The corresponding lambda-matrix has latent roots 1, 2, 3, 4 with corresponding latent
vectors (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 1). The problem has solvents
M(X) has additional solvents with eigenvalues 1, 2; 1, 4 and 2, 3. The only pair
chosen from 1, 2, 3, 4 which cannot be the eigenvalues of a solvent is 3, 4. Thus, there
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Reversing the order of matrix coefficients has the effect of making the latent roots
the reciprocals of the original latent roots. The right solvents are the inverses of the
original ones. Thus, 1 and 1/2 are the new dominant latent roots. Algorithm 1 converges
to
and, hence, the solvent
is found for the original problem.
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